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the students’ interest in internships highlights their desire to learn
about other private-sector career paths and gain insight into the
industrial world.

In light of these findings, we focused most closely on intern-
ships, namely on understanding the expectations of the students,
on the optimal moment for this kind of work experience, and
the actual experiences made by students during their internships.
Notably, 88% of the students expect an internship to help them
gain insight into the profession, while only 26% are seeking to se-
cure a permanent position through an internship (Fig. 2a). When
asked about their experiences during their internship, two thirds
of the surveyed students reported that it helped them build a pro-
fessional network. A large majority found their existing qualifi-
cations to be sufficient for their traineeship, and as many as 92%
of the students had a positive experience during their internship
in general. Based on these observations, we conclude that intern-
ships are an excellent opportunity for students to explore a pro-
fession before committing to a field. Moreover, internships are an
excellent branding tool for companies with a long-term recruit-
ment and talent acquisition strategy; nearly half of the students
reported that they are interested in returning to the company at a
later time if they were offered a position.

Our results also show that Master students are markedly more
interested in internships than undergraduate or PhD students, but
the interest of the latter is nevertheless not negligible. Thought
of as a tool to gain insight into a profession, internships and the
level of responsibilities they entail are in our opinion not ideally
tailored to PhD students whose training as future project lead-
ers should make them eligible for standard entry-level positions.
Whether the interest in an internship expressed by PhD students
is caused by an uncertainty in their career decisions and/or a lack
of entry-level positions available without prior work experience
is subject to speculation.

We therefore assess the best timeframe for an internship to
be immediately after graduation with a Bachelor degree, during
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We are a group of Master and PhD students, currently or for-
merly active in student associations, and responsible for indus-
try relations. In this context and in cooperation with the Swiss
Chemical Society, we conducted a survey involving 86 students in
chemistry, chemical engineering, and interdisciplinary sciences
(BSc, MSc, and PhD) within the Department for Chemistry and
Applied Biosciences (D-CHAB) at ETH Zurich. The aim of this
study was to understand the students’ expectations toward the job
market and to compare them to reality. Based on the results and
our own experiences, we then propose a number of measures to
ease the transition from the academic world to the private sector.

The chemical and pharmaceutical industries are of central
importance to the Swiss economy. In 2019, these industries em-
ployedmore than 74’000 people, publishedmore than 38% of the
top Swiss patents, and their products made up for 47% of total
exports in Switzerland.[1]High quality training of young chemists
is therefore vital for the long-term success of the Swiss economy.
It is thus also of great importance to ensure that entry into the
job market for young and highly qualified chemists & chemical
engineers is as smooth and as successful as possible.

To identify the situation students find themselves in with re-
spect to the job market, the 86 respondents were surveyed as to
their current job prospects and the status of their job search. It
was found that 49% of the participants expect to find a job in in-
dustrial R&D, while only 14% aim at an academic career (Fig. 1).
Furthermore, the average chemistry student at the Master level is
not actively looking for a job, while most chemical engineers are
either already applying or actively looking for positions. In paral-
lel, the more the chemistry students progress with their studies,
the more likely they are to think their job search will prove dif-
ficult. Furthermore, a majority of students, about 58% of chem-
ists and 90% of chemical engineers, are interested in doing an
internship.

There is a scarcity of (assistant) professor and core R&D in-
dustrial positions in Europe. For example, in Germany, only 6%
of science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM)
PhD holders obtain a full-time position in academia.[2] The ra-
tio of students aiming at a career in academia in our study is
closer to reality than the respondents to Nature’s 2019 PhD sur-
vey, in which 56% said that academia is their first choice for a
career.[3] Nevertheless, the expectations of the students are too
strongly biased towards R&D; they underestimate several other
important branches, such as consulting, intellectual property, and
governmental institutions. Regardless of the direction and educa-
tion level, we generally identify a lack of awareness about the
plethora of different career paths and types of positions available
on the job market. Indeed, there are various positions outside
of academia and core industrial R&D, such as market research,
procurement or logistics, just to name a few. Along these lines,
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Fig. 1. Where chemistry, chemical engineering and interdisciplinary sci-
ence students aim to work.
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the Master program as part of the curriculum (e.g. as a research
project or Master thesis) or prior to the start of PhD studies.
However, the search for internships is laborious; there is a mis-
match between the requirements set by the students’ academic
curriculum and the type of internships typically offered in in-
dustry, especially for research projects as a part of the Master
degree studies. According to our experience, many companies
will not accept students in part-time positions, and a majority
consider students to be productive only after a formation period
of a few months, i.e. comparable to the duration of one semes-
ter. Whereas many of the larger companies offer well established
internship programs, smaller companies often do not consider
offering internships, possibly because they lack resources and the
experience in hosting interns. At the same time, the arrangement
of the STEM curricula in terms of agenda at many universities
renders it challenging for students to consider doing internships
and Master theses in industry, e.g. in cases where exams are set
late in a lecture-free period or when the time imparted for Master
theses is relatively short.

We recommend that both parties, academia and industry,
should adopt more flexibility. Firstly, we encourage the industry
to create more internships positions and to re-evaluate the advan-
tages brought by hiring interns. In particular, we wish to point
out that more than 70% of our respondents felt that they had the
skills to tackle the tasks they were given during their internship;
this suggests that most interns are able to be productive within a
short time span. Moreover, we highlight again that half of the stu-
dents would seriously consider permanent employment with the
company in which they had interned. In our experience, there is
an information gap between companies, especially smaller com-
panies, and students, in terms of communicating requirements for
internships or other opportunities in industry. Many companies
wishing to reach students to advertise opportunities do not know
where to start. To remedy this information gap and gain insight
into possible approaches to building bridges, we asked students
for their opinion on an intensification of the relations between
academia and industry.Around 70% of chemical engineering stu-
dents greatly value the option to do a Master thesis in industry.
Approximately the same number of respondents wish that other
ways of interacting with industry would be created or promoted,
through the creation of more thesis/research projects and intern-
ship opportunities (Fig. 2b).

In addition to internships and research projects, wewould like
to suggest other means to bridge the above-mentioned gaps. Two
thirds of the students surveyed feel that excursions (company vis-
its) are very useful to learn about a business and to talk with po-
tential employers. These events can easily be organized in coop-

eration with student organizations, the university departments, or
if available, the university career centers. Interestingly, a majority
of students would support an optional mentoring program involv-
ing industry representatives and/or alumni members to support
career planning. We also recommend an intensification of indus-
try participation in career fairs such as ‘Chemtogether’ (www.
chemtogether.ethz.ch), ‘Life Science Day’ (www.lifescience-
youngscientists.uzh.ch/en/events/ZurichLifeScienceDay), and
‘Polymesse’ (www.polymesse.ch), at which students can interact
with company representatives in person (Note that 80% of the
students looking for more contact with industry and/or their first
job actually visited a career fair). Still, at a career fair, a majority
of students is not yet looking for permanent positions, but rather
for opportunities to gain insights into professions and to learn
about the expectations of prospective employers. In general, stu-
dents benefit most from discussions with representatives with a
scientific background, ideally persons who started their career
not too long ago, i.e. still being familiar with the student sensitivi-
ties at that stage. Alternative approaches are sponsored lectures,
MSc or PhD scholarships. The chemistry student association at
ETH Zurich (VCS) and its industrial partners have also had good
experiences with student-directed sponsorships such as for books
or laboratory equipment. Personal networking-focused career
events would also offer enormous visibility for companies at low
costs. For example, the so-called ‘Career & Beer’ event either
organized by the ETH Career Center or directly by the Union of
theAssistants at the Chemical Labs of ETHZurich (VAC), during
which an informal aperitif followed by the company’s presenta-
tion, facilitates opportunities to exchange experiences between
students and representatives who managed the transition into in-
dustry successfully.

In conclusion, we strive for a future in which the relations
between industry and academia will be intensified. Our goal is
that every qualified and motivated student shall be able to gain
insight into the professional world early on in her or his educa-
tion. In our opinion, as echoed by many other student organiza-
tions, more unbiased and realistic information about the existing
opportunities and industry expectations would help students to
improve their readiness level to obtain a permanent entry-level
position soon after their graduation.
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Fig. 2. (a) Students’ expectations from an internship. (b) Students’ opinions on how to improve the contact between academia and industry.


